Why workers like you should join Freedom Road Socialist Organization

Freedom Road Socialist Organization members work every day to build a fighting labor movement by organizing as rank-and-file workers and raising class consciousness of the working class as a whole.

But we don’t think this is all we need to do. Class-conscious workers and union activists know all too well that what we win, the bosses will eventually try to take away. Workers need to join an organization that doesn’t just fight against one boss at a workplace or a group of bosses in an industry, but the whole class of bosses and their capitalist system.

In order for the working class to win permanently, we need an organization that is capable of building for a revolution that will end capitalism and establish a society run by and for workers: socialism. FRSO is that organization.

Join an organization that is as serious about revolution as it is about building union power.

Join Freedom Road Socialist Organization.

Follow us: @FreedomRoadOrg
Daily Pro-labor news: @FightBackNews
Read more at frso.org
fightbacknews.org
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